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A.S. 2018/2019
UNIT 1: PERSONALITY

PROGRAMMA SVOLTO – prof.ssa Tonino
CLASSE: 1ALL
MATERIA: LINGUA INGLESE
Personality adjectives and antonyms
Prefixes and negative prefixes
Present tenses: subject and object questions, present simple,
continuous and perfect
Verbs + ing / + infinitive form
Showing interest
Writing a personal letter or email

UNIT 2: INVENTION

Technology and science, Computers
Compound nouns, phrasal verbs
Past Simple and Continuous
Used to
Telling a story (linkers)

UNIT 3: THE ARTS

The arts and the media
Types of books/films and writers
Present Perfect with just, already and yet vs. Past Simple
Writing a film review
Comparative and superlative adjectives
Describing a photo

UNIT 4: LIVING

Houses and homes: description
Make and Do
Present Perfect with for and since
Places to visit/describing places
Writing a Blog entry
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Present Continuous for the future, going to and will
Making suggestions
Language consolidation units 1-4

Libri di Testo: Focus Ahead pre Intermediate, Pearson
New Get Inside Language, grammar book
Firma del docente

San Daniele del Friuli, 12 giugno 2019

PROGRAMMA SVOLTO – prof. Ann Margaret Steinbrun
A.S. 2018/2019
CLASSE: 1ALL
MATERIA: Conversazione inglese
29/09/2018 2^ Presentation of English conversation class. Bring 14 euros for our conversation magazines.
We looked at last year’s conversation magazines to see the layout and the kinds of articles we will encounter
this year. ‘Student Profile’ worksheet – what else could you say about yourself? Who ARE you?
05/10/2018 2^ ‘Activities’ worksheet with the structure ‘I like verb + ing’. They repeated the vocabulary and
asked me what I like. Pairwork next time.
12/10/2018 2^ Pairwork ‘Activities’: What do you like/love/don’t like doing? Other activities? Adjectives
describing personality – ‘Are you bossy?’
19/10/2018 2^ ‘How are you REALLY today?’ Vocabulary.
26/10/2018 2^ How are you REALLY today? Verb to be + adjective: hot, cold, tired, hungry, thirsty and
sick. Pairwork, then shared with class. ‘She isn’t tired, hungry, cold or sick.’ ‘Parts of the Body’ to fingers.
02/11/2018 2^ ‘Parts of the Body’.
09/11/2018 2^ Oral presentations about themselves. Good job. They mostly spoke from memory, gave
details and demonstrated real insight.
16/11/2018 2^ Oral presentations.
23/11/2018 2^ Photocopy from TEAM (the conversation magazine B1 for first year students) ‘Are YOU a
Box Set Binger?’ Vocabulary and worksheet- answer the discussion questions for next time.
30/11/2018 2^ ‘Box Set Bingers’ – What is the most number of episodes of a show you have watched in
one sitting? ‘Screens and Me’. New magazines TEAM Nov/Dec.
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07/12/2018 2^ Discuss the film ‘Mamma Mia, Here We Go Again’ in small groups, then say something
about it to the class. TEAM ’10 Minute Take-off’ – vocabulary, events. Pairwork: How to explain the
#kikichallenge to somebody in clear, simple language (the dangerous trend of dancing beside a moving car).
14/12/2018 2^ TEAM ’Copycats’- vocabulary, article.
21/12/2018 2^ TEAM ‘A 5,000£ Christmas List’ Vocabulary, article. Brands. What do YOU want for
Christmas? TEAM Nov/Dec worksheet. Read ALL of the magazine.
11/01/2019 2^ The end of World War I 100 years ago. Fortnite – Does anybody play? I gave them the new
Jan/Feb magazines.
18/01/2019 2^ Bullying. Different kinds of bullying, vocabulary, statistics and article. I gave them the
Sept/Oct 2018 magazines.
25/01/2019 2^ TEAM ‘All the Boys I’ve Loved Before’. Vocabulary: words and expressions about ‘being in
love’. Read photocopy from CURRENT (B2/C1 level! Advanced.) for next time.
01/02/2019 2^ TEAM ‘Smart Cities’ – vocabulary, article about the cities of the future, and how new
technology will change many aspects of our lives. Pairwork: What are problems or inconveniences that could
be found in life in a big city?
08/02/2019 2^ ‘Peak Phone’ Pairwork: How often do you touch/use your phone? What for? Too much?
Vocabulary. When do you feel bored? What do you do when you are bored?
15/02/2019 2^ TEAM ‘Valentine’s Day Stories from around the world’ Jan/Feb 2017. Vocabulary, article.
22/02/2019 2^ Present Perfect activity: the structure and its 3 uses, and a review of some of the most
common irregular verbs. Conversation activity in pairs: Have you ever touched a snake? Swum in a river?
Slept in a field? When? Why?
01/03/2019 2^ TEAM ‘Headphones – Are they damaging your hearing?’ (Yes.) Vocabulary, sound-o-meter
of decibels, article. I gave them their new March magazines.
08/03/2019 2^ Worksheet ‘Zodiac Signs’ with adjectives of personality, 3 or 4 to each zodiac sign. Write
the rough draft of your oral presentation describing someone you know well. Which of these adjectives
describe you, and which don’t?
15/03/2019 2^ Zodiac signs: I read them something I’d written ‘My Son Luca – the Capricorn’. Interview
your partner, asking them if they are/aren’t, for every last adjective. ‘Yes, I am/No, I’m not’. Then tell the
class about your partner, using 4 adjectives which describe them, and 4 which don’t.
22/03/2019 2^ Correction of their presentations ‘Zodiac signs’.
29/03/2019 2^ Oral presentations about someone they know well. Good job!
05/04/2019 2^ Oral presentations about someone they know well. Discussion questions about their trip to
the San Canziano caves.
12/04/2019 2^ What did you learn at the COOP conference yesterday? Group work, then they told the
class. TEAM ‘Take-off’. Did you have a Barbie when you were a child?
26/04/2019 2^ TEAM March: ‘Ross Edgley’s Swim Around Britain!’ Study cover for one minute to
memorize the facts, then answer the questions. Vocabulary, article. Do you swim? Have you ever swum in a
lake/river? The sea/ocean? Pairwork: What did you eat on Easter? Do on Easter Monday?
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03/05/2019 2^ CLUB magazines (B1/B2) ‘Preppers’, or Survivalists – people who prepare for the
breakdown of society. Vocabulary, article and a quiz ‘Would YOU survive?’ The ‘bug out bag’, or essential
items you pack for the first 72 hours after a catastrophe.
10/05/2019 2^ I gave them the April/May TEAM magazines. ’10 Minute Take-off’ vocabulary, short news
stories.
17/05/2019 2^ TEAM ‘The Plastic Challenge’ – vocabulary, article.
24/05/2019 2^ TEAM ‘The Science of Homesickness’. Vocabulary, Pairwork: Have you ever been away
from home? When? Where? For how long? How did you feel? (Nobody missed their family very much!)
31/05/2019 2^ Film ‘The Green Book’ in English with Italian subtitles at the Cinema Centrale in Udine.
07/06/2019 2^ CLUB ‘Thee True Price of Palm Oil’. Greenpeace video ‘Saving Rang-tan’. Vocabulary,
article. Sustainable Palm oil.

Firma del docente
Ann Margaret Steinbrun
San Daniele del Friuli, 11/06/2019

